Each extractor has a distinct quadratic extraction cost and faces a linear industry demand schedule. We observe that the open loop and closed loop solutions are the same if initial stocks are such that each competitor is extracting in every period in which her competitors are extracting. (oligop_july06.tex) key words: oligopoly extractors, closed loop solution classi…cation: D43, Q32
Introduction
The best hope for understanding oil extraction markets "on paper" would appear to be via oligopoly theory. 1 Here we present a new quadratic revenue, quadratic extraction cost case, each extractor with her own distinct costs, in which open loop and closed loop competition yields the same extraction paths. The su¢ ciency condition for the solutions to be the same here is simply that the endowments of oil to extractors (the initial …nite stocks) must be such that each competitor produces positive quantities in every period.
The Model
The inverted market demand schedule is a b[q In the other case, each …rm had identical endowments and identical quadratic extraction costs and the industry demand schedule was linear. We are then generalizing this last example by allowing for each …rm to have distinct quadratic extraction costs and distinct initial stocks. 2 We follow Eswaran and Lewis [1985] . The continuous time treatment of our problem might be simpler to work out because endpoint conditions are quite restrictive. We discuss endpoint conditions below for our discrete time formulation. Levhari and Mirman [1980] is a classic early closed loop oligopoly problem in discrete time.
present value of her pro…t stream to quantity q i T 1 subject to q For the open loop case, each extractor maximizes her present value of pro…ts by choice of a quantity stream, fq
We observe each current extraction a function of the extractor's current stock. This independence property is essential to the sameness of extraction paths under open loop and closed loop competition. 6 Moving one period toward the present, we again consider …rst order conditions (again invoking the envelope theorem)
5 Details are provided in Appendix 1. 6 See Eswaren and Lewis [1985] for details on the sameness of open loop and closed loop solutions. and using (3) and (4) obtain
(In Appendix 1 we …ll in the details of solving for q i T 4 :) We observe the independence property present when we extend the backward recursion from the future toward the present.
For T t we get
We illustrate with a numerical example. We take extractor 1 to be high cost with 7 There is a check on these derivations. We know the exact expessions for the b q i T t : We can replace the corresponding expressions without hats with these with hats and verify that in each case the right hand sides for our "formulae" match the left hand sides. 8 There is a very similar set of formulas for the case of a single monopoly extractor with quadatic extraction costs and facing a linear demand schedule.
The …nal step is to substitute for the q 0 s in the present value pro…t functions in a backward recursion to obtain, V
T 3 ); and so on.
We can express each q 
That is:
:::
9 These value functions satisfy the Bellman equation:
::
::: 
+
When we make the substitutions and solve for
= 0: Exploiting the envelope theorem, we get
and for the analogous …rst order condition for …rm 2 in
We solve for q 1 T 4 and q 2 T 4 in these two linear equations to get
We emphasize that each extractor's current quantity extracted is being expressed as a linear function of her own current stock alone, even though each extractor has distinct extraction costs. Below we provide detail for solving for the q In general, the systems to solve in terms of periods in the backward recursion for the three …rm case are in the form mr expressions for the solved q 0 s end up as linear functions of each own stock alone for each step back in the recursion. For arbitrary date T t; an induction proof would establish the validity of the "general term", given say M instead of 3 …rms.
